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BIOMETRIKA. 

ON THE PROBABLE ERRORS OF FREQUENCY 
CONSTANTS. 

PART Il. 

EDITORlAL. 

(1) THE probable errors of frequency constants for a single variabIe have been 
discussed in an elementary mannel' in Vol. H. pp. 273-281 of this J ournal. The 
following notes on the probable errors of frequency constants of distributions with 
two variables have been provided at the request of certain of Dur readers*. 

All the constants of a frequency distribution of two variates are expressible in 
terms of the higher product moments defined by 

Pq,q' = S {nss,xsqYs'q')jN .............................. (i), 

where the origin is at fixed values of x and y. Transferred to the mean x, y, We 
have: 

Pq,q' = S {nss' (xs - x)q (Ys' -, y)q')jN ....... ................. (ii), 

wh ere x and Ti wiH vary from sample to sample. Here ns,~' is the frequency of 
individuals with characters Xs and YS', and N is the total population. 

Throughout 1"ap will denote the correlation between two quantities a and (3; 
Ua, Up wiH denote the standard deviations of a and (3. 

The foHowing results are weil known: 

.............................. (lU), 

" Reproduced from Lecture Notes. 
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2 Or~ the Probable En'ors of Ilrequency Oonstants 

Further if n. = 8 (11.s') fol' all values of s', 
]1..11., ( ) 

u ns U nS,rngl1S' = 1188' - N .............................. V, 

n.l1t8' ( ') 
(T1ls u nts' 'l"l1s11ts' = - ----u-- .. ' ........................ , .. VI" 

U n• un .. ,rn•n •• , = n.8' (1 - ~) ........................ (vii). 

See Biometrika, Vol. v. pp. 191-2. 
(2) We have, if 0 denote a variation in any frequency constant due to random 

sampling, 
NOpq, q' = 8 (on •• ,x89V.,q·) .......... " ............ ( vii) bis, 

and if m be number of random samples: 

N 2u 2 = }- I (op ,)2 
Pq,q' 1n q,q 

= 8 (u2n .. ,x/QV/q) + 28 (un .. ,ulltt,rn .. ,ntt' x x.9XtqV.,Q'Yt,9') 

= 8nss' (1 - ~') XlqVs,2q' - 28 (n8"'Jvltt' xsqXtqYs'q'Vt,q') 

= N (P2q,2q' - pq,q'pq,q.). 

P '_p2, 
U 2 = 2q,2q q, q ("111) Pq, q' N . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . ...., . Thlls 

Again 

N 2u u r = 8 (u u r x x qHt X V ,q'v ,U') + 8 (u2 X q+"V ,9'+"') 
Pq,q' Pu,u' Pq,q,p·u.'lt' nss' l1tt' llss,11tt' 8 t 8 t n S8' 8 8 

= N (Pq+u,rf+U' - pq,q'Pu,uo), 

thllS 

(viii) and (ix) refer only to the higher moment coefficients about ajixed origin. 

About the mean we have 

Npq,q' = 8 {nSB' (x8 - x)q (Y.' - y)9'}, 
NOPq,9' = 8 {on •• , (x. - X)9 (Vs' - y)q'} - qOXPq_l,q' - q'OYPM-I ...... (x). 

Now it is clear that before going flIrther we want to know the correlation 
between variations in nSS' and x or y. N ow 

Nx = 8 (ntXt), 

Nox = 8 (ontxt), 

NSX0l1s8' = 8 (onS8,ontXt), 

N ( ns) 8 (l1t ns8' ) uä;un .. , rä;n .. , = nss' 1 - N Xs - ~ Xt 

=nss'(x.-X), using (vi) and (vii), 

or n88, ( -) ( ') uä;un .. ,rä;n •• , = N Xs - x ....... ............................. Xl. 

2 On the Probable J1hT01'S of Fl'equency Oonstants 

Further if Us = S (11ss') for all values of s', 

118 11 8' ( ) 
(I'n.(I'lI ,r" II .. = n S8' - -N .............................. v , 

;0; .5 s,~ 

ns l1ts' 
(I' (I' rIll = - -N .............................. (vi), 

Us ]ltg' ls ts' 

( nB) .. ) 
(I'll (I'" ,1'11 II ,= 'lIs., 1 -" ........................ (V11 . 

8 SS 8 Sil 1" 

See Biomet1'ika, Vol. v. pp. 191-2. 

(2) vVe bave, if 0 denote a variation in any frequency constant due to random 
sampling, 

iYOPq, '1' = S (011 88'Xs
q y"g') ........... , ............ ( vii) bis, 

and if m be number of random samples: 

1 
N2(I'2P<J,(1' = :;J~ ~ (opq,q,)2 

S ( 11,"')" n' 90 (n,s'l1 tt' ") = nSS' 1 -iT xs-qys'-y - :'DN- Xsqxt'lYs,qyt'q 

= N (1)2q,2(/' - Pq,q'Pg,q), 

Thus ., P2(],2g' - p'q,q' 
(I'- = ------ .............................. (viii). 

1''1.'1' N 

Again JYi5p",,,, = S (Ol1 ss'Xs"y/"), 

lY'(I' (I' r = S «(I' (I' l' X X q+",x V /iV ,n') + S «(I" x q+"VI ,'1'+"") 
Pq,q' PI/,U' jJQ,q'PI/,H' nSS' nu' ns,~'l1tt' s t s t 1Iss' s S 

= lV (Pq+u,q'+1I' - Pq,q'P1l,,,), 

thus ~ ~ J' = Pq+n,q'+u' - ]Jq"j)!n,,,,' (. ) 
VI' vp l' l' hT .••••••.•..•.•.... IX • 

q, q' '/I. n' '(J, q' 11,1[' .1. \ 

(viii) alld (ix) rct"er only to the higher moment coefficients about afixecl origill. 

About the mean we have 

Npq,q' = S 111 88' (XS - x)q (YB' - y)q'), 

Nop'1,q' = S 1011 ss' (ill, - ;:c)q (Vs' - y)g') - qOXPq_l,q' - q'oYPq,q'-l ...... (X). 

Now it is clear that before going further we want to know the correlation 
between variations in nS8' and x or y. Now 

or 

Nx = S (IItXt), 

No,;c = S (ontxt), 

N8xOJl ss' = S (onss,ontxt), 

't'-,T ( ns) 'S (11 t n,,' ) 
l' (I'X(I'II".rX ll

ss
' = nss, 1 - N ills - /.. --N Xt 

=nS8'(x.,-x), using (vi) and (vii), 

T~S!i' _ 
(I';;;(I'11 TX-" = --~-T- (xs - x) ................... ., ............... (xi). 

." so' SH' 11 
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Editorial 3 

N ext we want (jä,u'yrxy, but this is known, or easily found to ue Pn/N. 

Returning to (x), squaring, summing for evel'y possible sample and dividing by 
the number of samples, we have 

N2(j2pq,q' = P2q,2q' - p2q,q' + q2P2,Op2q_l,q' + q'2pO,2p2q,q'_1 + 2qq'Pl,lPq-l,q' X Pq,q'-l 

- 2qpq+l,q'Pq-l,q' - 2q'Pq,q'+lPq,q'-1 ... (xii). 
We may now find the correlation between any pair of higher moment 

,coefficients, 
N'Op",,,' = S {'Onss' (xs - x)" (Ys' - y)u') -tl'OXPtH,,,' - n''Oyp",u'_l ... (xiii). 

Multiplying (x) and (xiii) together, summing for all possible samples and 
dividing by the number of samples and N, we have 

N(jpq,q,(jp",,,,rpq,q'p,,,,,, = Pq+u,q'+tt' - Pq,q'pu,u' + qttp2,OPq-l,q,ptt-l,tt' + q'tt'PO,2Pq,fJ'-lP",U'-1 

+ qU'Pl,IPq-l,q'PU,tt'-l + q'npl,lP'l,q'-lPU-l,tt' 
- - 1__ 

- ttpq+l,q'ptt-l,U' - U Pq,q'+lPU,tt'-l 

- qpU+l,tt'Pq-l,q' - q'PU,U+IPq,q'-l ..................... (xiv). 

(xii) and (xiv) contain all the requisite data for the probable errors of random 
sampling in the case of two variables. They, of course, contain implicitly the case 
of one variabie, as we have only to put q' and lt' zero in order to fall back upon the 
formulae (vii) and (viii) of the first part of this paper (Biometrika, Vol. 11. 

pp. 276-7). 

(3) We may illllstrate as follows: 

(a) Correlation of errors in means: 

rxjj = rxy ............................ ,., ..... (xv). 

«(3) Correlation of errors in standard deviations*: 

N (j- (j- r- - = P-~ - P-QoP- 0 P20 P02 P20P02 •• - 0., 

P22 - POOP02 . 
,/- 2' / 9 ........................ (XVI), 
'V P40 - P 20 'V P04 - P·02 

This is the general value of the correlation between the standard deviations of two 
correlated varia bles. We may write it in the form 

P22/(P20P02) - 1 
r(jx(jy= V«(32-1)«(32'~1) 

where (32 and (32' are the second (3's for the two variables respectively 
We may llOW investigate P22. 

P22 = 1 S {(Xs - x)2(ys' - y)2 nss,). 

* We may safely write P22 for P2,2 etc. when we leave the general formulae, but Pqq'-l for Pq, q'_1 is 
capable of misinterpretation. 

1-2 

Editorial 3 

Next we want (Tx(Tyrxy, but this is known, or easily found to be Pll/N. 

Returning to (x), squaring, summing for every possible sample and dividing by 
the number of samples, we have 

N'(T'pq,q' = P2q,2q' - p'q,q' + q'p"np2q_l,q' + q"po"P'q,q'-l + 2qq'Pl,IPq-l,q' X Pq,q'-l 

- 2QPq+l,q'Pq-l,q' - 2q'Pq,q'+IPq,q'--1 ... (xii). 
We may now find the correlation between any pair of higher moment 

coefficients, 

.NoPlI,1I' = S ! 011 88' (Xs - X)" (Ys' - y)"') - 110XplH,n' - u'O~7pn,1I'-1 ... (xiii). 

Multiplying (x) and (xiii) together, summing for all possible samples and 
dividing by the nllmber of samples and .N, we have 

.LV(Tp-q q,(Tl) ,rI)q q'I) ,= Pq-l-u,q'+1I' - Pq,q'P",1I' + qnp"opq-l,q,p",-l,n' + q'U'PO,2Pq,?'-lP'I1,'It'-1 
, 11, ~n , 1t,1{ 

+ qn'Pl,IPq-l,q'P",1I'-1 + q'uP"lPq,?,-lplI-l,n' 

- 11Pq-l-l,q'PlI-l, 11' - U'Pq,q'+lpn,1I'-1 

- qP1I+l,1I'Pq-l,q' - rj'PU,1I'+lPq,q'-1 ..................... (xiv). 

(xii) and (xiv) contain all the requisite data for the probable errors of random 
sampling in the case of two variables. They, of course, contain implicitly the case 
of one variable, as we have only to put q' and 1/' zero in order to fall back upon the 
formulae (vii) and (viii) of the first part of this paper (Biometrilccl, Vol. II. 

pp. 276-7). 

(3) We may illustrate as follows: 

(IX) Correlation of errors in moans: 

rxy = rxy ................... " ............... (xv). 

«(3) Correlation of errors In standard deviations*: 

Na-- (T- r- - =P-,,-]J p~ 
P'].o Po'.!. P'1.0P02 w~ 20 02, 

'rhis is the general value of the correlation betweell the standard deviations of two 
correlated variables. Vve may write it in the form 

P2,/(P20P02) - 1 T = - - ---------~ 

(Jx(J!I "/«(32- 1)((3,'-1) 

where (32 and /32' are the second (3's for the two variables respectively 
We may now investigate P22, 

- lSi - 2- ., 1 P22 = N l (X8 - x) (Y8' - y)" nss' J' 

* \Ve may safely write 1122 for 112,2 etc. when we leave the general formulae, bnt ]Jqq'-l for Jlq,q'-l is 
capable of misinterpretation. 
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4 On the Probable Er1'O},S of Freqnency 001lStants 

Let us sum for s' and keep Xs constant; then 

l (Ys' - y)2 nss') = (ns (CT2ys + (ys - y)2»), 

where CTy" is the standard deviation and YB the mean of the array of y's for a given 

{Cs. If the regression be linear and hornoscedastic, th en 

and 

Hence 

Similarly 

_ ; __ , CT Y (, ;» Ys - iJ - 1 xy - Xs - ,r , 
CTx 

CT2ys = CT y' (1 - ?'2xy). 

]5" = ]i 8 {nB (x, - x)2 (1 - r'xy) + ?Is (xs - X)4 ~:;} 
= CTX'CT1I211 - 'I"xy + T'Xll,8,], 

]522 1 - ,2 (Q' 1) =----=- - - 1 X1/ f-J2 - , 
P'OP02 ' 

on the assumption th at the other regression is also linear and homoscedastic. 

It is accordingly impossible for two variables to have aregression linear anel 
homoscedastic in both senses unless ,8, has the same value for both variables. 
Clearly for most practical purposes we may take 

Thus approximately T~ ~ = r'xil ................................. (xvii). 
V~xV!l ' 

This is identical with the result found by Pearson and Filon (Phil. Trans. 
Vol. 191, A, p. 242) on the assumption of normal correlation. It is now seen to 
be true, whenever we may assert linearity of regression and homoscedastic dis
tribution for both variables. 

Put 

Probable error of a coefficient of correlation. 

]511 
T xy = vp:Po:' 

DTxy _ D]51l 1 D]520 1 D]5o, 
-';'~-;; - ]511 -"2 ]520 -"2 po, . 

Square, add for all random samples and di vide by their number: 

.CT2,."y =! {]522 - P112 + !. ]540 - ]5202 +! EO!..~jJ022 +! ]522 -:- P20P02 
1" xy lor ]5n' 4 ]5202 4 ]5022 2 ]520P02 

_ P31 - ~1]520 _ ]5,3 - ]511]502} 
P11]520 ]511]502 

... (xviii). 

This is the most general valne of the standard deviation CT"Xy of a correlation 

coefficient. It was first given by Sheppard (Phil. Tmns. Vol. 192, A, p. 128, with 

4 On tlte Probable Errors of Freqnency Oonstallts 

Let us sum for s' and keep Xs constant; then 

~ (Ys' - y)2 nss'} = (lls (0-2ys + (VS _ y)2)}, 

where o-Y8 is the standard deviation and Ys the mean of the array of y's for a given 

a:8 • If the regression be linear and hOllloscedastic, then 

and 0-"1Is = o-y' (I-r2
xy )· 

Hence _ (j}''!. ({ ( ~- <) 'J) ( __ )41'"'Jxv} 
P22= N''J 17 8 xs-x)-(I-r-xy +118 xs-a; -;;'x~ 

= 0-,;20-1/2 (1 - r'XY + r'Xy/32)' 

Similarly P2~ _ 1 _ .2 (Q' _ ]) _ _ - 1 X1/ (J2 .., 

P20P02 ' 

on the assumption that the other regression is also linear and hOll1oscedastic. 

It is accordingly impossible for two variables to have a regression linear and 
hOll1oscedastic in both senses unless /32 has the same value for buth variables. 
Clearly for most practical purposes we may take 

Thus approximately T = T2X1! ................................ J xvii)' . 
O':s:()y , \ 

This is identical with the result found by Pearson and Filon (Phil. TTuns. 
V 01. 191, A, p. 242) on the assumption of normal correlation. It is now seen to 
be true, whenever we ll1ay assert linearity of regression and hOllloscedastic dis
tribution for both variables. 

Put 

Probable error of a coefficient of correlation. 

P11 l' , = -- ------
xy y P~OP02 ' 

DTX1/ _ DPl1 1 DP20 1 DP02 
1'Xy - PH - 2 P20 - 2 P02 . 

Square, add for all random samples and divide by their number: 

,0-
2
,/.,," = _~ {'&L=EE~ +1 P~o - P20' + !'f."'------]502' +1 P'E -j5"".F(j'J 

1'2 xy }{ PIl' 4 P202 4 P022 2 F20P02 
_ F;1l-}J1J F20 _ j5I3 __ FlIP02} 

PlIP20 P1IP02 
... (xviii). 

This is the most general value of the standard deviation o-j.XY of a correlation 

coefficient. It was first given by Sheppard (Phil. Trans. Vol. 192, A, p. 128, with 
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Editorial 

an obvious printer's sli p, the ornission of 1,2",y). Tt is clear that we require a know
ledge of at least an approximate value of P31 and PJ3 as weIl as P22 in order to 
simplify this expression, which is far too cllmbersome for practical use. 

Now N x pon = S {ns.' (.r8 - X)3 (Ys' - m} 

= S {n" CÜs - y) (m., - X)3}, 

if we sum for the sth array of y's. 

Bnt, if the regression be linea!', 

therefore 

= PllP2nfJ2 .................................... (xix). 

Similarly 

= Pnpo2fJ2' .................................... ( xx). 

We can nolV substitute in (xviii), if we determine what value to give to P22' If 
we take 

P·- - ~ 2~ 2 (1 1,2 + 1,2 X 1 (fJ + fJ ')1 22-l.IX v y - xy xy"'2 2 ~j, 

we have P22 • fJ2 - 1 + fJ2' - 1 ::::-=- -1 = 1'"xy x------------- , 
P20P02 2 

and 

or P22 1-1'2xy 1 ' =-. - 1 = -.-- +"2 (fJ2 - 1 + fJ2 - 1). 
pn" T"xy 

Hence 
2 _ 1'2xy {I -r\y 1. ' .1 ,2 

(J""I'XY- N -1,2"-+2(fJ2- 1 +fJ2 -1)(1+ 2 1 xv) 
~'Y 

+ 1 (fJ2 - 1) +! (fJ2' -1) - (fJ2 -1) - (fJa' - I)} 

= ~N~~ {1-; J'2"]! -! (132 - 1 + fJ2' -1) (1 - T2XY )} 
1 xy 

1 - 1'\'1/ {I 1 (fJ 1 fJ' I)·} = ---u- - 4" 2 - + 2 - 1'"xy 

Or 

Ed£tor£al 

an obviom; printer's slip, the omission of j'
2xy). It is clear that, we require a know

ledge of at least an approximate valne of p;n and Jhl as well as p" in order to 
simplify this expression, which is far too cumbersome for practical use. 

Now N X pn = S i11 "" (:1;, - (Ys' -i})) 

= 8 [n., (Yj, - :i}) (x'., - :/;)'1], 

if we sum for the sth array of y's. 

Bnt, if the regressioll he linear, 

therefore 

Similarly 

,-;_ 1';];// (T'I/ ~" :h - ,Ii = --'- . (·"'8 - ,,,), 
<T :1.' 

IT - _ }~XY~',II f 1 ,-,-i( 1\ X pn ---- is ins (:fs - ,r,) J' 
O":r 

= p"p",(3, ............................. , ...... (xix). 

= PIlP02(32' .................................... (xx). 

We can now substitute in (xviii), if we determine what value to give to p". If 
we take 

we have 

alld 

or 

Hence 

Or 

+ 

P'2 1 _ 1 --- - --- + ~ «(32 - 1 + (32' - 1). 
Pll' 

+ ~ «(32 - ] + (3,' -1) (1 + ~1'2XY) 

+ 1 «(3, - 1) + i «(3,' - ] ) - «(32 - 1) - «(3,' - I)} 

= 1;1 {l _~,,}'2o;y _ ±«(3, - 1 + (3,' - 1) (1 - T2xy)} 

= 1 -;"'Xy [1 _ 1 (Q " ..L (.:) , 3) ,2 1 -"4 f-J'2 -.:J I fJ'2. - t ? xu J' 

............... (xxi). 
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6 On the Probable Errors of F1'equency Constants 

This result is of mnch interest. If the kurtosis be zero, then 

and we have (Ij" = l_-=-/~~xll .............................. (xxii), 
xY '\ N 

the valne originally given by Pearson and Filon for the standm"d deviation of 
a correlation coefficient w hen the frequency surface is Gaussian (Phil. Trans. 
Vol. 191, A, p. 242). We see accordingly th at : 

(i) Equal kurtosis is needful in the two variates if the regression is to be 
linear and the arrays to be homosceuastic in the case of each variabie. 

(ii) The ordinary value subject to (i) is only correct provided the kurtosis 
is zero, and this is true whether the distribution be Gaussian or not. 

(iii) The ordinary formula may give very inaccurate results, if the kurtosis be 
considerable and the correlation high. 

(iv) It is probable that (xxi), as we have taken a mean value for P22' gives 
faidy good results even when the correlation is not linear. 

Clearly we must always have 
2 

1'xy < --- .... , -- ---= ........................ (XXIU). 
, V (:32 - 1 + (:32' - 1 

Or, for linear regression in homoscedastic systems there is a superior limit to the 
correlation possible with gi ven values of the kurtosis. This is an interesting point, 
alld forms a remarkable limitation on the nature of double linear homoscedastic 
regresslOIl. 

(4) We may now find the correlation between a product-moment Pq,q' about 
fixed axes and pu,u' a product-moment about axes through the centroid. We have 
to multiply together (vii) bis and (xiii). We have 

N2(Il) (Ip- X 1'p p- = S {nss, (1 - 1~~:') xsqx/i x (xs - x)" (Ys' - y)",} 
q, q' 1/,1(' q,I)' U, ,/t' lv 

- 1~'pu,U'-1 S f.;' (Ys' - y) XSqy8,q'} ., ....... (xxiv). 

We can simplify the form of (xxi v) by taking the fixed axes now through the 
centroid itself. Tbis gives us 

...... (xxv). 

G On the Probable Errors of plj'equency Constants 

This result is of much interest. If the kurtosis be zero, then 

and we have .............................. (xxii), 

the value originally given by Pearson and Filon for the standard deviation of 
a correlation coefficient when the frequency surface is Gaussian (Phil. Trans. 
Vo!' 191, A, p. 242). We see accordingly that: 

(i) Equal kurtosis is needful in the two variates if the regression is to be 
lineal' and the arrays to be homosceuastic in the case of each variable. 

(ii) The ordinary value subject to (i) is only correct provided the kurtosis 
is zero, amI this is true whether the distribution be Gaussian or not. 

(iii) The ordinary formula may give very inaccurate results, if the kurtosis be 
considerable and the correlation high. 

(iv) It is probable that (xxi), as we have taken a mean value for P22' gives 
fairly good results even when the correlation is not linear. 

Clearly we must always have 
2 

r xy < :V#~-=T+ ;32'-- i ........................ (xxiii). 

Or, for linear regression in homoscedastic systems there is a superior limit to the 
correlation possible with given values of the kurtosis. This is an interesting point, 
alld forms a remarkable limitation on the nature of double linear homoscedastic 
regresslOll. 

(4) We may now find the correlation between a product-moment Pq,q' about 
fixed axes and pu,u' a product-moment about axes through the centroid. We have 
to multiply together (vii) bis and (xiii). We have 

N"O"lJ O"p- X rp 'p- ,= S {U ss. (1 - n~;') xsq.x/J' x (xs - x)" (Vs' _ y)"'} 
q, q' 1/, U' G, (1 u, 'I( 1 v 

- 1~/p","'-1 S fN~ (Vs' - y) xsqys,q'} ......... (xxiv). 

We can simplify the form of (xxi v) by taking the fixed axes now through the 
centroid itself. Tbis gives us 

...... (xxv). 
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Edito1'ial 7 

Illustrations. (ct) To find the correlation between a deviation due to random 
sampling in a mean and one in the standard deviation of the same variate. 

Take q = 1, q' = 0, .'. Pq,q' = x; u = 2, n' = 0, .. p",,,, = !1-2' 
1( _ __ ') __ ) 

uä;u fJ-/'XfJ-2 = N P30 - PIO]J20 - -]JIO]J20 • 

But PlO = 0, U x = ux/V N, 

u fJ-2 = V!1-4 - !1-22/V N =!1-2 V /32 - I/VN, P30 = 1'-3 = './lJ;.u,/. 

Hence r XrTx = rXfJ-2 = V /31/V /32 -=-1 ........................ (xxvi). 

Tbis is perfectly general ; we see that variations in the mean are independent of 
variations in the variability for all Rymmetrical systems including the Gaussian. 

(/3) To find the correlation between a deviation due to random sampling in 
the mean of one variate and one in the standard deviation of a correlated variate. 

1 
U x u fJ-,' rXfJ-2' = N (P12 - PIOP02 - 2POIPn). 

But PlO = POl = 0, U x = u x/V N, u fJ-.,' = !1-2' V /3/=-l/V N. 

It remams to consider 

PI2 = ~ S {l1ss' (xs - x) (Ys' - y)2) 

= ~ S {ns (xs' - x) (YB' - y)2), 

where Xs' = mean of array of x's corresponding to tbe y.' of y. Rence if the 
regression be linear 

Thus we have 

Similarly 

Clearly 

and, 

rxy(Fx , 2 '(3' = --!1-a = r",yuxuy v I' 
U y 

r XrTy = 1'XfJ-2' = r",y V (3//V /:j;=-1 ..................... (xx\'ii). 

r XrT = r",y V (31/V (3;=1 ........................ (xxviii). 
x 

TXrTy = T",y. TyrTy ' = Txy ' rYrTy' 

TyrTx = r",y • TXrTx ' = 1'xy' r XrTx ' 

by (xv), which show us that these correlations are second order correlations, and 
proves th at the corl'elation of tbe mean of one variate witb the variability of 
a second is zero, for constant mean valne of the second, ~mce 

Ed£toJ'ial 7 

Illustrations. (a) '1'0 find the correlation between a deviation due to random 
sampling in a mean and one in the standard deviation of the same variate. 

Take q=l, q'=O, .'. ]]'1,'1'='":;; 1l=2, 1.~'=O, p",n'=/L2' 

1 
(J'i(J' 02 Ti02 = N (P:lO - PlOP20 - '2PIOP20)' 

But PIO = 0, (J'i = (J'x/V N, 

(J' 0., = .J /L~-~7/.J N = /L, .J (32 -·1/,/ N, P:lll = /L" = '/(3, (J' x"· 

Hence rier." = Ti02 = .Jfj;/.J (32 ~I ........................ (xxvi). 

This is perfectly general; we see that variations in the mean are independent of 
variations in the variability for all RYlllmetrical systems including the Gaussian. 

«(3) To find the correlation betweell a deviation due to random sampling ill 
thc mean of one variate and one ill the standard deviation of [1, cOl'rehlted variate. 

Take q = 1, q' = 0, .'. Pq,q' =;6; u = 0, n' = 2, .'. p",n' = P02 = /Le' = rTy'. 

1 
(J'x (J' 02' ri02' = N (P12 - P1OP02 - 2P01Pll)' 

But 

It remams to consider 

P'2 = ~ S {nss' (xs - ;,C) (Ys' - y)'l 

1 
= N S {ns (x", - oi) (Ys' - y)'j, 

where xs' = mean of army of x's corresponding to the Ys' of y. Hence if the 
regression be linear 

Thus we have 

Similarly 

Clearly 

and, 

1'", = T- = TXY.J (3,'/.J (3/=- 1 ..................... (xx\'ii). 
..L(J!l .TJ.1:!,' , 

Tier = 1'""1 .J~/.J (32=1 ....................... (xxviii). 
• x ' 

by (xv), which show us that thesp correlations ;tre second order correlations, ant! 
proves that the correlation of the mean of one variate with thr; variability of 
a second is zero, for constant mea11 value of the sccond, smce 
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8 On the P'robablegrrol'S of Freqllency OOJ~8tants 

("I) 1'0 find the correlation bet ween a mean and a coefficient of correlation, 
i.e. between x and rxy. 

We have to multiply OX = op,o with 

or xy _ OPIl 1 0P20 1 0P02 
r xy PIl - 2 -P20 - 2 PU2 ' 

and apply (xxv) to each term. We have 

1 1 {P21 1 P30 1 PIZ} 
r,<!! <Tj'x/Txr]'xllx = N jÇ - 2 P2~ - 2 p-;" 

= ~ {TXY<Tlff!x2VB; _ ~ v]3, <Tx3 _~, ~Xy<TX<T!!2V (:3/) 

N 1'xy <Ty <Tx 2 <Tx2 2 <Ty2 ) 

1 ;- .! -
= N <Tx lt ('\ (:31 - Txy 'V (:3/»), 

usmg the val nes of P21 :md PI2 for lilwar regression. If we now use the value 
in (xxi) for <T we have 

1'xy 

-, _ trX!! [v73! - Txy v73!'} , ') 
1]' x - ''" '" .. '" .(XXIX , 

xII r 1'2, }" 
(1 - r2X !!) ) 1 - i «(:32 - 3 + (:32' - 3) -1 =-~~-

t T Xll 

I'educing when the kurtosis of both distribntions is zero to 

1',. x = à 'i'X!! (v(31' "~ -=- '~'Xy V /3,-1 ........ ,.".". _. , . , , .. ( xxx), 
xu'.... - r2XJf 

aml vanishing for all syll1ll1etl'ical linearly corrolated variates, including of course 
Gaussian systems. 

(0) '1'0 find the correlation between a deviation in a standard 
one in a coefficient of oorrelation. We have to multiply 0P20 by 

orxy 0Pll 1 0P20 1 0P02 
rxy Pil - '2 P,o - '2 -po~ , 

We find 

Hence, assummg linoarity of regression, wo may put 

P31/P11 = <Tx2(:32' P40/P20 = (:32<Tx2, 

deviation and 

and approximately hy the resnlt immediately above Equation (xvii) 

P22/P02 - P20 = <T X21 '2X!! v((3;=1)(,11,' -=-T). 

Or T xy {, /(3--1 0, /-(:3 , -I) 
IJj , T~ j' = -,7= 'V Q- - T-x!! 'V 2 - , 

XII Vx XII 2'VN " 

8 On tlte Probable El'ro)'s of Frequency Constants 

("I) To find the correlation between a mean and a coefficient of correlation, 
i.e. between x and rX1l" 

We have to multiply ox = OPIO with 

?ryl! = OP11 _ 1 6Peo 1 OP02 
r'"11 PH ~ ~Peo - 2 Pu" ' 

and apply (xxv) to each term. We have 

1 1 {PZI 1 P30 I Pu} 
r~~~~- fT}."" fTxrrx/i: = N~ p'=-- - '5 p- ~ - ~. p--:~ ~ 
~cy < II {..J2Q ~02 

I {1'xYfT!lfTx2V f:JI 1 v/3~ fTx
3 J 1'XyfTxfTv2V /3/1 =. ~ ~~---~~ - -~ ~~ - -~ ---~~- ) 

N rXVfTyfTx 2 fTx
2 2 fT y

2 J 

using the values of P2l and PI2 for linear regression. If we now usc the value 
in (xxi) for fT we have 

1'xy 

~'. _ -§-TX11 (V/31 - 1'X!l V/3I'} , .) 
1}":;;- 1 ••••••••• (XX1X, 

x!! r 1'2 }" (1 - 1'2 ») 1 - l (/3" - 3 + /3,,' - 3) ~_~L 
xy t 4 - - 1 - r2X)! 

reducing when the kurtosis of both distributions is zero Lo 

1'/, x = ~ 'i"X!/ (~/31~-=-'~~"'Y V /3J 1 ........................ ( xxx), 
xiI'..... -1~'JXlf 

ami vanishing for all symmetrical linearly correlated variates, including of course 
Gaussian systems. 

(13) To tlnd the correlation between a deviation in a standard 
one in a coefficient of correlation. We have to multiply OP20 by 

6rX!! OPll 1 OP20 1 oPO" 
1'xy Pn - '2 p,,, - 2' -Po~ . 

We find 

Hence, assummg linearity of regression, we may put 

P3J/Pn = fTx'/3" P40/P20 = /32fT x2
, 

deviation and 

and approximately by the result immediately above Equation (xvii) 

P22/ P02 - P20 = fT X '1.2 xv v(/3, ='-1)(/3/=15· 
Titus 

Or 1'''Y {./~-- " ./-, -} 
0'" r~ l' = -~. /- 'V (.)., - I - 1'-x,' 'V (.)2 -1 , 

'X!! Ux XY 2vN 1-'_ 'U I-' 
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Editorial 9 

Since homoscedastic linear regression snpposes /32 = /32' this result mnst be very 
close to 

rIT l' = i-rxy V /32 - 1/(1 - i (/32 - 3 + /32' - 3) 1_2'2",~)~ ...... (xxxii) 
x x1/ - T"'xy 

for snch distributions, 

For distributions in which the kurtosis is zero (/32 = :3) we reach 

rIT l' = rxy/V2 .... , ...................... (xxxiii), 
x xY 

aresuIt al ready reached for Oaussian distributions by Pearson and Filon in 1897 *. 
It is now shown to be true for all homoscedastic, mesokurtic systems with linear 
regression. 

(5) 'l'wo fllrther probable errors are of interest. If we write Yx = ax + b for 
the regres sion line, what are the probable errors of 

a = rXY(J'y/(J'x and b = Y - rxy(J'yx/(J'x ? 

It wiU be sufficient to give the values of (J'", and (J'b when the frequencies are 
symmetrical and the regression linear. In this case 

1 
r •. x-, = r •. y-=O, r =r =-1' 

'xY 'xv 1'Xy trx 1'x1j (J"y ,.y2 xv' 

Writing T x = x/(J'x, we have 

oa _ o(J'y 01·X 1/ o(J'x ---+----
a (J'y 1'xy (J'x' 

and 

Whence proceeding in the usual manner we deduce 

(J'", = :: vI - r2xy / V N ................................. (xxxiv)f, 

(J'b = (J'y vl-1'2x1/ vI + T x2jvN = (J'[t VaP + (J'x2 ......... (xxxv). 

These enable us to determine any significant difference between two regression 
lines. 

We can go a stage further and ask what is the probable error of the mean of an 
array, Yx, as found from the regression line. We have 

0Yx = xoa + ob. 
* Phil. Tmns. Vol. 191, A, p. 242. 
t Cf, Phil, T'ra,ns. Vol. 191, A, p. 245. 
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Editorial 9 

and by (xxi) 

...... (xxxi). 

Since homosccdastic linear rcgression sllpposes (32 = (3,' this result mllst be very 
close to 

1'(J"" = ~TX1J V (32:':'" 1 /1 (1 - H(32 - 3 -I- (3/ - B) 1_1.
2

X1J
;_) ~ ...... (xxxii) 

x :.r1/' \ - 1'~xy 

for such distributions. 

For distributions in which the knrtosis i.s 7-el'O «(32 = :i) we reRch 

= 1'xyN2 ........................... (xxxiii), 

a result already reached for Gaussian distributions by Pearson and Filon in 1887*. 
It is now shown to be true for all h0ll10scedastic, mesokul'tic systems with linear 
regressIOn. 

(5) Two fmther probable errors are of interest. If we write Yx = ax -I- b for 
the regression line, what are the probable errors of 

a = 1'Xy (5y/(5x and b = Y - T xy (5y;;:j(5x? 

It will bo sufficient to give the valueR of (5" and (51J when tho frequencies are 
sym metrical and the regression linear. In this case 

1 
r,. '-C' = 1'./. -y = 0, l' = l' = --- l' 

X!J· x!J l'X!J();C TXy(Jy v2" XY' 

Writing T x = x/(5x, we have 

130, _ 130" y 61'x.'I 130" x ----+----- , 
(I, U"y 1';ry O"x 

and 

-Whence proceeding in the usual mannm' we deduce 

(5" = - vI - '/"",." V N ................................. (XXXiV)+, 
(5y ---__ / - . 
O"x .J . 

O"v = U"y v1- -1~~ vl~---;x2/vN = O",,\/;';;'+-;x' ......... (xxxv). 

These enable us to determine any "igniticant difference between two regression 
lines. 

We can go a stage further and ask what is the prolxlble error of the mean of an 
array, Yx, as found from tho regression line. \Vo have 

l3y" = xl3(~ -+- Db. 

-;,. Phil. Trans. Yo1. IHl, A, p. 242. 
t Uf. Phil. TrailS. Vol. Hll, A, p, 2·15. 

Biometrika IX 
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10 On the Pl'obable En'ors ofPrequency COTtstant8 

We require accordingly lTalTb1'ab' Multiply the above expressions for oa and Ob 
togetber, summing and dividing by the lllllnber of samples we find 

• _ T x lT:/ ( .2 ( .') lTalTb1"b - - ';\T-'- 1 - 1 xy) ••................••. XXXVI. 
J..Y lTx 

\Vhence we deduce 
__ lTy VI=- 1'2 { (x - X)2}~ .. 

lTy - - _ ;-- ._.. 1 + --2'-- .................. (xxxvu). 
x vN lTx 

We no te the increase of inaccuracy of the means of arrays far from the mean of the 
w hole population *. 

The above equations embrace the chief results for the pro ba bIe errors and 
errors' correlations of systems of two variables. They have been reached inde
pendently of any system of Gaussian distribution. 

* Results (xxxv), (xxxvi) and (xxxvii) are published here for the first time. 

10 On the Probable El'1'ors of Prequency Constants 

We require accordingly 0""O"b1·"b. Multiply the above expressions for oa and Db 
together, summing and dividing by the number of samples we find 

T xO"t/ ( ( • 
O""O"bT"b = - -N~~ 1 - T

2
l ,y) ..................... ,XXXVI). 

Whence we deduce 
__ O"y Vl=---;::'; { (x - X)2}.~ .. 

O"Yx - --;;N 1 + --O"x" -- .................. (xxxvu). 

We note the increase of inaccuracy of the means of arrays far from the mean of the 
whole population *. 

The above equations embrace the chief results for the probable errors and 
errors' correlations of systems of two variables. They have been reached inde
pendently of any system of Gaussian distribution. 

* Results (xxxv), (xxxvi) and (xxxvii) are published here for the first time. 
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